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Our stories:
 iRNAldo and Chalino against the great oomycete

(Tec-Chihuahua)
The bombolitin (Thailand_RIS)
The Rust-Busters (UNSW iGEM2022)
Binanox (Leiden)
UBX protein (NYCU_Formosa 2022)
Antibody (CSMU Taiwan)
Industries (REC CHENNAI)
CADlock (Lambert_GA)
Nobesity (KCIS Xiugang Taipei)
PCR (CityU Hong Kong)
Fungus (CityU Hong Kong)
Pichietecture (igem Vienna)
Do you know? (GYHS)
Paper based sensor (GYHS)
How can I dispense the phosphate? (AACHEN)
Endocrine disruptors (TECCEM)
SPIDICIDE (UAM)
Yeast resistant to radiation (Estonia_TUIT)
SELENOMELANIN (NCKU_Tainan)
Problems in the farm- CropFold (Aboa)
Heparosanito (Biotech EC)
AcidOceanus (UM_MACAU)
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Once upon a time, there was a large/big jalapeño plant
called Chalino. They spread their long leaves every
morning to bask in the sun. 

One morning, they were sunbathing and saw a large
oomycete slowly approaching them while attacking
the other plants.

Terrified, but determined to defend themselves and
stop the oomycete from harming other plants. Chalino
called his old friend IRNaldo for help. 

IRNaldo responded to their call and took with him his
most powerful weapons: the peptides DsrB1 and
PcosM. 

At the same time, Chalino prepared their defense
system, and they both waited for the oomycete to
arrive.

The oomycete came and taunted saying:

Do you think that will be
enough to stop me? I am
Phytophthora, the most
powerful and aggressive

oomycete of all. In just three
days, I finished with your

friends, and you will not be the
exception



 The great battle began

THE END

The other plants applauded the great bravery of
Chalino and IRNaldo and they all lived peacefully.

After an arduous fight, Chalino and IRNaldo
managed to defeat the great oomycete. 

But IRNaldo deactivated the effectors and Chalino
rejoined the fight. Simultaneously, IRNaldo released
the peptides that weakened the oomycete's armor.

The oomycete began to release its effectors and
absorb nutrients from Chalino. Chalino tried to resist
with their defense system, but the effectors
weakened them, and they fell. 
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¡AYUDA! Me mueroo..



Bombolitín
producido
sintéticamente

Pesticida
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THE END
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